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High current sliding electrical contacts are highly complex tribological systems, 

presenting a multi-faceted challenge involving electricity, chemistry and mechanical wear.  The 

search for higher performance designs of sliding contacts, loosely termed “brushes”, has led to 

an evolution from monolithic compacted graphite, to monolithic metal-graphite-resin, and more 

recently to metal fiber brushes.  Several aspects of high performance brushes, though well 

documented in the literature, remain as topics of debate as to the source of the phenomena.  This 

research is aimed at gaining a deeper understanding of these phenomena.  Firstly, the apparent 

asymmetry in wear, contact resistance and friction coefficient of self-mated fiber brushes as a 

function of the amount of current passing through contact, and secondly, what it is about water 

saturated carbon dioxide environments that results in low friction, wear and contact resistance for 

the case of copper brushes.  A custom tribometer was designed and built to test large scale 

sliding brush contacts, with control of parameters like gas medium, humidity and temperature, 

current density, brush normal force, while measuring friction coefficient, brush wear, contact 

resistance and contact temperature for two independent brushes carrying direct electrical current 

(DC) into and out of a spinning metal rotor.  This tribometer also possesses a relatively unique 

capability, as it is equipped with a white light interferometer designed to function within a water 
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saturated environment, providing in-situ images of the evolution of the rotor surface beneath 

both brushes.  A similar tribometer of smaller size was used to provide slower sliding speed data.  

The research provides strong evidence supporting the hypothesis that the ability of a copper fiber 

brush to transfer high amounts of DC current onto a spinning copper rotor is directly dependent 

on the relative compliance of the brush and holder, more specifically their ability to remain in 

constant non-interrupted contact with the rotor.  For a given brush holder and brush design and 

environmental parameters there exists a threshold sliding speed/current density where the brush 

is no longer able to successfully transfer current through the sliding contact, resulting in micro-

arcing events leading to asymmetric wear of the brush and rotor with a preferentially higher wear 

of the electron receiving surface.  Brush wear rates on the order of 10-11 m/m are achievable in 

relatively stable conditions.  Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS) of worn surfaces comparing results from tests in various gas media and 

environmental conditions reveal that for the case of copper fiber brushes on a copper rotor in a 

humid carbon dioxide environment, a thin water layer provides some lubrication and promotes 

the growth of a relatively thin copper oxide layer, which acts to prevent adhesive wear between 

the self-mated surfaces, and carbon dioxide provides a key ingredient in the mechanism 

producing a small amount of copper carbonate, providing low friction (as low as 0.16).   
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CHAPTER 1 
LITERATURE REVIEW 

Established Technology: Monolithic Graphite/Metal-Graphite Brushes 

For more than a century, monolithic graphite and metal-graphite brushes have been 

implemented with great success in electric current transfer applications such as aircraft actuators, 

electric train motors, and more recently on automobile fuel pumps, wind turbines, and high-

power generators [1-6]. Modern trends toward greater efficiency and demand for greater power 

output require higher current density and lower brush contact resistance than these brushes can 

provide due to relatively high bulk material resistances and operating temperatures. 

Several studies documented reduced brush wear rates when operating in non-oxidizing 

gas environments such as nitrogen or carbon dioxide rather than oxygen rich air [7, 8].  Inert gas 

environments inhibit oxidation, providing relatively thinner oxide layers at the metal interface, 

resulting in lower contact resistance values.  Early applications in power generation revealed 

reduced wear rates of metal-graphite brushes in humid environments [9].  Adsorption of water 

onto lamellar graphite terminates active edge bonds preventing adhesion between the lamellae 

[10].  

Modern Trends: Metal Fiber Brushes 

More recent research efforts have focused on the viability of metal-fiber brushes as a 

substitute for graphite-metal composite brushes in high-current applications [11-13].  Unlike 

monolithic brushes, multi-fiber brushes more readily conform to changes in topography of a 

sliding surface and provide a greater number of contact points, resulting in a greater real area of 

contact and relatively low Hertzian contact pressures.  In these conditions, ambient humidity will 

form a lubricating water film at the brush interface.  Experiments suggest a nominal contact film 

thickness of two monolayers, approximated using film resistance measurements for clean 
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contacts [13-15].  This lubricating film helps prevent adhesion between the metal surfaces, 

improving brush wear rates with minimal impact to contact resistance.  Operation in an inert gas 

environment reduces the rate of oxide film growth on the metal surfaces, reducing the overall 

electrical resistance of the brush contact.  Low contact resistance ensures relatively low operating 

temperature at high-current density, ideal for efficient low operating temperature, high power 

applications. 

Problem of Asymmetry 

 Asymmetrical wear behavior has been observed at high direct (DC) current density for 

graphite, metal-graphite, and metal fiber brushes as a function of brush polarity (electric current 

flow direction) [12, 16, 17], as well as in stationary (hot-switching) metal on metal arcing contact 

experiments [13, 18].  Various theories were postulated in the 1950s and 1960s explaining the 

asymmetrical wear of hot-switching contacts [19, 20], with the common factors being the 

generation of inductive electron discharges (arcs) originating at the negatively biased surface, 

ablating material from the positively biased surface, followed by ionization of the ablated 

material.  These positive metal ions will then migrate at a relatively high energy toward the 

negative surface.  For the case of self-mated metal surfaces with relatively short separation 

between the switching surfaces, ions will have a higher probability of adsorbing rather than 

ablating the negative surface, causing material gain.  For arcing events sustained at a relatively 

large surface separation distance an additional complication is introduced as the cover gas will 

enter the ionized metal vapor region, become ionized and turn into an ablating ion beam.  It is 

now understood that material gain for switching DC electrical contacts is dependent on the 

composition of the contacting surfaces and arc duration (i.e. the inductance and current density 

of the circuit).   
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Summary of Research 

 Johnson, McNab, and Reichner [12, 17, 21] found consistent asymmetrical behavior for 

brush wear and contact resistance of graphite, metal-graphite, and metal fiber brushes sliding in 

various environments (inert gases, air, humid and non-humid) for relatively high direct (DC) 

current values (~ 1 MA/m2 or 100 A/cm2).  The study presented here further examines the effect 

of current flow direction on the wear of copper fiber brushes on a solid copper counterface in a 

humid carbon dioxide environment at relatively high sliding speed, providing insight into the 

evolution in topography of both surfaces as well as a quantitative measurement of the asymmetry 

in brush wear, contact resistance, temperature, and friction coefficient at current densities below 

and above typical high density applications.  A threshold appears to exist for asymmetric 

behavior as a function of current density and sliding speed (system dynamics), indicating that the 

viability of such a design in a real-world application is highly dependent on a consistent and 

stable brush contact.  In addition there is evidence suggesting that even short term periods of 

instability may cause irreversible damage, causing a rapid degeneration in brush wear and 

contact resistance, and shorter life. More recent work by the author in collaboration with fellow 

graduate student Jason Bares presents experimental results for brush-on-flat linear reciprocating 

experiments in a more dynamically stable environment at order of magnitude slower sliding 

speeds, while maintaining all other parameters approximately the same.  There was no 

observable asymmetry in wear rates under the equivalent but lower speed and more dynamically 

stable operating conditions.  This data provides additional evidence supporting the hypothesis 

that system dynamics are essentially the source of asymmetric wear experienced at relatively 

high current density.  Data is also presented for the case of a water saturated argon environment 

and compared to results from water saturated carbon dioxide experiments, revealing relatively 

higher friction coefficient and contact resistance values for the case of humid argon. Experiments 
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in both gas mediums were repeated while varying the relative humidity at the sliding interface 

(measured as the difference in temperature between the water saturated gas medium and the 

surface temperature, referred to in the text as subcooling).  Lastly, X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS) measurements of the copper counterfaces from humid carbon dioxide 

experiments are presented, revealing layers of carbonate species and cuprous oxide (Cu2O) 

above the bulk copper surface.  A mechanism discussed in previous literature [22] based on 

chemical interaction between the water and carbon dioxide with copper oxide surfaces may 

explain the relative improvement in friction coefficient and contact resistance for the case of a 

humid carbon dioxide medium, not observed in a humid argon medium.  This mechanism briefly 

states that carbon dioxide dissolved in water will react to form carbonic acid, which in turn 

dissociates and breaks down cuprous oxide residing on the surface.  This breakdown will result 

in thinning of the oxide layer on the surface and should account for reduced contact resistance.  

One of the reaction byproducts, copper carbonate, may account for relatively low friction (this 

species is not found in other inert environments like humid argon).  XPS measurements confirm 

the presence of carbonates on the worn surfaces after sliding in carbon dioxide mediums.  This 

thesis presents compelling evidence that the lubricity of self-mated copper sliding contacts (at 

first sight a poor choice of sliding pairs from the tribological point of view) is a multi-faceted 

balancing act dependent on chemistry, system dynamics, and micro and macro electrical 

properties of the system, which are of varying importance in different applications and must be 

optimized for a desired set of operating parameters. 
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CHAPTER 2 
TRIBOMETER DESIGN 

 

Figure 2-1.  Tribometer schematic with major components (frame omitted for clarity) 

Tribometer Overview 

A custom tribometer was constructed for the purpose of exploring the wear of brush-on-

rotor systems.  Figure 2-1 illustrates the layout of the components.  The rotor consists of a 6 inch 

diameter and 1 inch thick solid copper (110 alloy) disk with machined grooves to reduce 

rotational inertia.  The copper disk is mounted onto a cartridge spindle with collet (SKF, model 

2750C) and driven by a timing belt-and-pulley system using a stepper motor (Parker Hannifin, 

model ZETA83-135-MO), allowing for surface sliding speeds up to 10 m/s.  An encoder (BEI, 
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model XH535F) mounted on the spindle shaft is used to couple force data with rotor angular 

position.  Two copper fiber brushes are mounted along the circumference of the rotor with 180° 

separation and on independent tracks making it possible to evaluate the wear tracks on the rotor 

independently.  A scanning white light interferometer (SWLI) mounted directly above the rotor 

is used to make non-contacting measurements of rotor surface evolution and roughness; the 

stepper motor and encoder system makes it possible to repeatably return the rotor to the same 

orientation (with a measured angular positioning error of 2 seconds) ensuring that measurements 

are made at the same track location.  The brushes are mounted to a flexure-type cantilever design 

for normal force application.  A micrometer stage is used to displace the brush holder system 

toward and away from the rotor surface causing the leaf spring (thin copper foil) to deform 

elastically, providing a compliant and linear force response.  A spring-loaded contacting 

differential variable reluctance transducer (DVRT) is used to measure the displacement of each 

brush with respect to the rotor surface; the DVRT is mounted axially with respect to the brush, 

onto a rigid support and has a ball-tipped plunger that remains in contact with the back of the 

brush.  The brush normal force is a combination of the DVRT spring and flexure stiffness and 

has been calibrated and found to be linear in the force range used for our experiments.  Normal 

and friction brush forces are measured using double-flexure load cells with a 0-10 N range and 4 

mN resolution. Electric current is provided by a 0-300 A, 0-10 VDC power supply and is 

delivered to the brush-rotor contact through the copper leaf spring.  A manual switching 

mechanism allows for reversal of current flow direction for current flow direction/wear 

asymmetry studies.  The electrical resistance of each brush-rotor contact is measured 

independently (see page 19).  Adhesive K-type thermocouples are used to measure the 

temperature of the brushes by mounting them onto the copper leaf springs adjacent to the base of 
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each brush.  An optical thermocouple measures the temperature of the rotor along the rim.  A 

rotary union is mounted to the copper disk and provides temperature controlled water to a cavity 

machined in the disk (Figure 2-2), effectively controlling the bulk temperature of the rotor for 

temperature dependence studies.  The tribometer is housed inside a glove box with humidity 

control and a dry CO2 gas delivery system.  Table 2-1 provides a summary of the test operating 

parameters. 

Table 2-1.  High speed test operating parameters 

Parameter Values 
Number of brushes Two (separate tracks, one per polarity) 
Brush normal force  0.7 N 
Brush nominal surface area 
Brush nominal contact pressure 

0.5 cm2  (0.5 cm x 1.0 cm) 
14 kPa 

Brush sliding speed 0.5, 2.5 m/s 
Brush current density 0, 120, 180 A/cm2 
Brush fiber diameter 70 µm 
Fibers per brush 5,000 
Fiber hardness 800 MPa 
Fiber packing fraction 0.5 
Fiber length (initial) 0.8 cm 
Nominal rotor diameter 15.0 cm 
Cover gas Carbon dioxide 
Oxygen concentration < 100 ppm 
Relative humidity > 95 % 
Dew point temperature 23 °C 
Rotor temperature 19-23 °C (rotor sub-cooling*) 
Test duration (time, sliding distance) 114 hours, 930 km 
* Sub-cooling of the rotor implies that the surface temperature is maintained below dew point 
temperature (a measure of the ambient temperature and relative humidity). 

 

Brush Design and Wear Rate Measurement 

Figure 2-2 shows one of the two instrumented brush holders.  Wear rate is measured 

using a differential variable reluctance transducer (DVRT) (Micro Strain, model Micro-Mini) 

with a 6 mm stroke, 0.6 µm resolution, and a 20 kHz frequency response.  A spring-loaded 
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plunger ensures that the ball tip remains in contact with the back of the brush at all times (effect 

of spring on brush normal load is discussed in section 2.3).  It is common in the literature to 

report metal fiber brush wear rates as linear wear divided by sliding distance.  Both brushes used 

had a nominal contact surface area of 0.5 cm x 1.0 cm, average fiber diameter 70 µm, packing 

fraction 0.5 (approximately 5,000 fibers per brush), and fiber hardness 800 MPa.  The brush 

construction involves cutting fibers to approximately 15 mm length, wrapping the bundle of 

fibers with a copper mesh for lateral (splaying) support, inserting the assembly into a solid base 

(a hole is milled in the base roughly the size of the wire bundle), and applying silver solder to 

hold the bundle in place; this process results in a brush length on the order of 10 mm protruding 

from the base.  Silver paint is applied to the back of the copper brush to improve electrical 

resistance between the brush and copper flexure on which it is mounted. 

 

Figure 2-2.  Instrumented brush holders, rotor cooling, and brush wear schematics 
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Force Measurement/Friction Coefficient 

Each brush holder uses two single axis flexure load cells to measure normal force and 

friction force (SMD, model S251) with a load limit of 10 N and a resolution of 4 mN.  Rigid 

polymer brackets (polyetheretherketone, PEEK) insulate the load cells from the electrical current 

path through the brushes and rotor.  A micrometer driven linear stage (Parker Hannifin, model 

3900) is used to apply a normal force by bringing the brush into contact with the rotor.  When the 

brush contacts the rotor surface, the reaction force causes the copper flexure to deflect; the 

applied normal force is a combination of an elastic deflection of the copper flexure and the 

differential variable reluctance transducer (DVRT) spring (used to ensure that the plunger 

remains in contact with the back of the brush).  A calibration of brush deflection versus normal 

force in the range of 0-1 N resulted in a measured linear stiffness of 0.759 N/mm for the left 

brush holder assembly and 0.707 N/mm for the right (R2 > 0.99 for both).  Given wear rates as 

high as 10-10 m/m and a sliding speed of 2.5 m/s, there is less than 22 µm of linear brush wear in 

a 24 hour period, resulting in a normal force change of 15 mN given the measured holder 

stiffness.  By performing a load re-adjustment once every few hours to account for brush wear, it 

is possible to maintain a steady normal force.  This is crucial for an accurate brush wear 

measurement, as the DVRT is mounted between the brush and load cells, so that relative motion 

of the load cells (due to a change in applied force) will result in relative motion of the DVRT 

body and thus error in wear rate measurement.  This method is preferable to mounting the DVRT 

to the machine frame, thereby removing relative motion of the DVRT but introducing a 

secondary path to ground for force application, making a force measurement impractical. 

Temperature and Humidity Measurement and Control 

A thermo-hygrometer (Omega, model RH411) was used to measure ambient temperature 

and humidity inside the glove box.  A temperature controlled water filled beaker placed inside 
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the glove box was used to ensure a water saturated environment.  A 1.4 kW recirculating chiller 

(Thermo Scientific, model ThermoFlex 1400) provided temperature controlled water to a pipe 

bank heat exchanger with fan inside the glove box, making it possible to set and maintain a 

desired ambient temperature.  A second chiller (same specifications) provided temperature 

controlled water to a cavity at the center of the rotor via a rotary union with a threaded shaft 

(Duff-Norton, model 5000), making it possible to set and maintain a rotor/brush contact 

temperature.  Independent ambient and rotor temperature control make it possible to control the 

rate of water condensation from the water saturated carbon dioxide (CO2) environment onto the 

rotor surface; this process is referred to as rotor sub-cooling.  Rotor temperature was maintained 

2°C or more below ambient temperature.  Ambient temperature was controlled to within 1 

degree Celsius.  An oxygen sensor (Delta F Corp., model DF-310 E) was used to monitor the 

oxygen level inside the glove box; an oxygen concentration below 100 ppm was maintained 

throughout the test. 

In-Situ Measurement of Rotor Surface Evolution using a Scanning White Light 
Interferometer 

A scanning white light interferometer (SWLI) with a 10x Mirau objective (Ambios Tech, 

model Xi-100) is mounted on top of a 2-axis micrometer driven linear stage (Parker Hannifin, 

model 4400) for positioning over the rotor with enough travel to reach either brush track.  The 

SWLI/linear stage assembly was mounted to the frame of the tribometer, inside of the glove box.  

The benefit of having an in-situ SWLI is that images may be taken at any time (such as after a 

prominent wear event) without having to break the environment and transport samples to the 

imaging equipment.  Only a slight pause of the test is enough to position the rotor and scan both 

tracks.  The objective limits scan area to a maximum size of 504 µm x 504 µm, so only two or 

three spots per track were analyzed for the 5 mm wide tracks, as well as a reference off-track 
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site.  Special care was taken to prevent condensation on the optics and hardware.  A gas line was 

installed to deliver dry cover gas to the inside of the SWLI instrumented head, providing a 

positive pressure and keeping the moist glove box environment out.  An adhesive 2 W Kapton 

heater (Omega, model KH) was installed around the objective to prevent condensation on the 

lens by maintaining a slightly above ambient temperature. 

Contact Resistance Measurement 

Figure 2-3 shows the layout of the electrical circuit.  The contact resistance of each brush 

contact was measured independently.  Voltage tap wires were attached at the base of both 

brushes using ring terminals and the brush mounting screws, and a third dead-loaded brush was 

installed as a voltage tap on the rotor.  The bulk electrical resistance of both brush and rotor is 

negligible.  Full-scale high power brush motors generally incorporate several dozen brushes 

providing a more consistent electrical contact in the form of multiple parallel current paths.  A 

parallel resistor was added in an attempt to prevent arcing by simulating this environment.  The 

resistor consists of a coiled copper tube with clamped leads at either end with a calibrated 

resistance approximately equal to the contact resistance of the two brush and rotor circuit path.  

Two 300 A Hall Effect sensors (AmpLoc, model 300) were used to measure the current split 

between the parallel resistance path and the brush-rotor path.  The brush contact resistances (Rpos 

and Rneg) were then calculated using Ohm’s Law, the measured voltage difference across each 

contact (V1-2 = V1 – V2 and V2-3 = V2 – V3), and the current flow through the brush-rotor-brush 

circuit path, IB, according to Equation 2-1. 

1 2
pos

B

VR
I

−=     ,    2 3
neg

B

VR
I

−=  (2-1) 
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Figure 2-3.  Electrical circuit diagram 

Scanning Electron Microscope with Omniprobe 

A smearing of the positive brush surface fiber tips was observed upon inspection post-

testing.  Scanning electron microscope (SEM) micrographs (see section on Brush Wear) revealed 

a highly deformed apparently continuous surface rather than a series of independent fiber tips.  

An Omniprobe (FEI, model DB235) mounted inside the SEM consists of a 5 µm diameter tip 

used for in-situ probing of surfaces and manipulation with micron resolution and precision.  The 
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cantilever was used to push through the brush surface at a glancing angle and make a qualitative 

measurement of the rigidity of the surface.  The goal was to assess whether the brush fiber tips 

still behaved in an independent fashion or if the fiber essentially fused together and act as a 

relatively solid surface. 

Data Acquisition 

Custom LabVIEW (v7) software was programmed to perform data acquisition and real-

time post-processing.  A National Instruments PCI-6229 card with 16 differential input channels 

connected to two National Instruments SCB-68 I/O connector blocks was used to acquire analog 

conditioned voltage signals in the range of 0-10 VDC from each measurement instrument at a 

rate of 1 kHz.  Real-time data averaging was performed with either 2 or 60 seconds of 

acquisition time for each data point (i.e. at 2 seconds of acquisition time a single data point 

represents the average of 2,000 measured points).  Given the relatively long time-scale of the test 

the 2 second interval was only used during rotor reversals and during the initial hours of each 

major testing stage to more accurately observe changes in the measured signals during periods of 

transition.  To improve display clarity, the plotted data shown in Chapter 3 was reduced by 

displaying only 1 for every 10 saved data points. 
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CHAPTER 3 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Brush Normal Force 

Kuhlmann-Wilsdorf [13] suggests that mechanical wear of metal fiber brushes is 

primarily adhesive type wear and can be modeled using the Holm-Archard wear law [19]; a 

theoretical macroscopic transition pressure (ptrans) exists above which deformation at the actual 

area of contact transitions from the elastic to plastic regime.  Equation 3-1 [13] can be used to 

find an approximate value for the transition pressure as a function of brush fiber hardness (H) 

and fiber packing fraction (f).   

4~ 3 10transp x f H− ⋅ ⋅  (Pa) (3-1) 

Our copper brushes had a measured fiber hardness of 800 MPa (measured using a CSM 

indenter, model Micro-Combi Tester) and packing fraction of 0.5, giving a macroscopic 

transition pressure approximately equal to 120 kPa.  For a nominal brush contact area of 0.5 cm 

x 1.0 cm, the normal force corresponding to the transition pressure is equal to 6 N.  An overly 

conservative normal force value of 0.7 N was selected based on a brush fiber packing fraction of 

0.2, though it was later changed to approximately 0.5.  The brush packing fraction was first 

approximated using a mass versus volume approach, and resulted in a value of 0.2.  Scanning 

electron microscope (SEM) micrographs of the top view of the brush fiber bundle were used to 

calculate an area fraction of fiber heads versus total area of the micrograph over an area with 

approximately 100 fibers, resulting in a brush packing fraction close to 0.5, a number the authors 

believe to more closely reflect the packing fraction at the working interface. 

Pre-Test Rotor Surface Preparation and Evaluation 

The rotor surface was machined by turning on a lathe then hand-sanding using 600 grit 

sandpaper.  The rotor was then mounted onto the tribometer spindle.  A representative initial 
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rotor surface root-mean-square roughness (Rrms) of ~ 1.6 µm (average roughness, Ra ~ 1.3 µm) 

was measured using the tribometer’s scanning white light interferometer (SWLI) as described in 

Section 2.5, at an arbitrary off-track location.  The measured rotor eccentricity was 60 +/- 10 µm.  

This measurement was carried out using a run-out gauge prior to testing with the rotor mounted 

on the spindle.  System specific instability limited the rotor velocity to 320 RPM, equivalent to a 

linear sliding speed of 2.5 m/s for the 150 mm diameter rotor used.  Instability was observed at 

sliding speeds greater than 2.5 m/s causing the brush to skip on the rotor and behave as a 

switching contact with respect to current flow (continuous visible arcing was observed at the 

brush contact in this regime).  

 

Figure 3-1.  Brush friction coefficient and temperature corrected wear rate data 
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Brush Wear and Friction Coefficient 

Brush wear is shown in Figure 3-1 as a function of sliding distance and time.  The initial 

10 hours show a run-in period where the brushes splay and conform to the rotor, with up to 40 

µm of deflection (positive brush).  There is a 1 hour gap in data from 44 to 45 hours that 

corresponds to a pause in testing where the chamber was opened and the brushes were taken to a 

scanning electron microscope (SEM) for post-run-in evaluation.  After replacing the brushes 

onto the holders, the chamber was purged with carbon dioxide cover gas and testing resumed.  

One hour of no current run-in was performed to allow the brushes to reorient to the original 

running direction.  The wear rate for each of the four experimental conditions tested is then 

calculated by fitting a linear trend line to the steady-state regions (for example, between hours 50 

and 60 for the 2.5 m/s and 120 A/cm2 test parameters).  The results are summarized in a table in 

Figure 3-1.  Error due to temperature related expansion and contraction was corrected by 

proportionally adjusting the measured brush deflection with changes in temperature (see pages 

28-29), thus normalizing the steady-state regions in the brush wear data.  The linear brush wear 

rate (Klin) is calculated by dividing the brush deflection by the sliding distance: 

lin
hK

s
∆=     (m/m) (3-2) 

where the linear wear of the brush (Δh) is measured using the differential variable 

reluctance transducer (DVRT) (Figure 2-2) and the sliding distance (s) is measured by the 

position encoder.  A wear rate of 10-11 m/m corresponds to a linear brush displacement of 1 µm 

of wear for every 100 km of sliding.  The nominal volumetric wear rate (Kvol) can be 

approximated using the nominal brush pressure (pn) and the brush fiber packing fraction (β). 

vol
n

hK
p s

β∆ ⋅=
⋅

    (mm3/N-m)  (3-3) 
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For example, a linear wear rate of 7 x 10-11 m/m with a brush nominal pressure of 14 kPa (0.7 N 

normal brush force and nominal contact area of 0.5 cm2), and a packing fraction of 0.5 will 

correspond to a nominal volumetric wear rate of 2.5x10-6 mm3/N-m.  Bifurcation of brush wear 

rates occurred at a current density of 180 A/cm2.  The positive brush had a two-fold increase in 

wear rate while the negative brush had negligible change. 

Relatively stable friction coefficients of 0.17 and 0.22 were observed for the positive and 

negative brushes after a 32 hour transition and run-in period with no current.  A current density 

of 120 A/cm2 caused the positive brush friction coefficient to increase, with steady-state values 

for both brushes in the range 0.22 to 0.24.  Bifurcation of friction coefficients occurred 

immediately upon increasing the current density to 180 A/cm2, with a decrease in the negative 

brush friction coefficient to 0.18 and an increase in the positive brush friction coefficient to 0.35.  

Upon reducing the sliding speed from 2.5 m/s to 0.5 m/s, both coefficients returned to the pre-

transition values, with a relatively stable steady-state value for the positive brush of 0.20 but a 

highly erratic value for the negative brush fluctuating between 0.16 and 0.28.  Short-lived 

excursions observed in the friction coefficient data of Figure 3-1 occur during rotor reversals and 

appear to stabilize upon returning to the original sliding direction, though the transition lasted 

approximately 1 hour after the 15 minute reversal period ended. 
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Figure 3-2.  Top down photos of brush surface areas and SEM images of boxed regions; positive 
and negative brush photos and micrographs were taken at end of test (114 hours/930 
km); SEM images are rotated 90° in the CW direction with respect to the top images 

 
 Figure 3-2 shows the top down view of an unused brush surface (middle images) and the 

positive and negative brush surfaces after completion of testing (left and right images).  Fibrous 

debris was observed on the surface of the negative brush but was not found on the positive or 

new brush surfaces.  The negative brush surface (the brush emitting electrons toward the rotor) 

appeared similar to that of the new brush, with independent fibers and negligible deformation of 

the fiber tips.  The positive brush surface (the brush receiving electrons from the rotor) appeared 

smeared as if the fiber tips had deformed and fused together, no longer behaving as independent 

contact points.  However, the positive brush showed more stable and considerably lower contact 

resistance and brush temperature than the negative brush (see pages 27-28).  

Reversals of sliding direction lasting 15 minutes were conducted at hours 20, 43, 64, 88, 

101, and 113.  Rotor reversals make it possible to measure load cell bias in the friction force 

measurement.   The inset graph in Figure 3-1 shows friction coefficient data for both brushes 
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during the reversal at 20 hours (185 km).  The reversals were performed at a sliding speed of 0.5 

m/s due to brush vibration observed upon reversal at the original speed of 2.5 m/s.  The vibration 

may be stick-slip due to brush fiber orientation in the initial running direction.  Electrical current 

was not interrupted for the reversals performed during test phases including current. 

 

Figure 3-3.  Brush contact resistances and temperature data  

Contact Resistance and Temperature Effects 

Although a relatively higher wear rate and friction coefficient were observed for the 

positive brush at 180 A/cm2 and 2.5 m/s, the measured brush temperature and contact resistance 

were considerably lower than the negative brush during this stage (Figure 3-3).  No change in 
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brush temperature was apparent with a reduction in sliding speed from 2.5 m/s to 0.5 m/s at a 

constant current density of 180 A/cm2, indicative of the dominating role of resistive heating over 

mechanical heating in high current sliding contacts.   

Brush contact resistance remained below 1 mΩ for both brushes throughout the test, with 

the exception of short-lived excursions to values as high as 2 mΩ for the negative brush 

occurring during rotor reversals.  Unlike brush temperature, sudden changes in contact resistance 

were observed following both changes in sliding speed and current density.  Upon increasing 

current density from 120 to 180 A/cm2, the positive brush resistance decreased from 

approximately 0.5 mΩ to as low as 0.2 mΩ, and the negative brush resistance increased from 0.4 

mΩ to 0.8 mΩ.  Upon decreasing sliding speed from 2.5 m/s to 0.5 m/s, positive brush resistance 

increased from 0.2 mΩ to 0.4 mΩ, and negative brush resistance decreased from 0.8 mΩ to 0.4 

mΩ.  The negative brush had consistently more unstable temperature and contact resistance. 

 Short term temperature coupled wear events were observed at each instance where a 

change in current density or sliding speed took place, including rotor reversals.  These events are 

attributed to thermal expansion of various components being measured by the differential 

variable reluctance transducer (DVRT).  It was not possible to assess how much of the initial 

wear event is actual wear of the brushes and how much is due to temperature fluctuations 

affecting measurement.  A secondary phenomenon observed upon closer inspection of the brush 

wear data was day/night temperature cycling; there is a periodic fluctuation in brush wear data 

with a time constant of 24 hours.  The ambient temperature fluctuation was directly linked to 

measured fluctuation of temperature in the laboratory. 
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Rotor Surface Evolution 

The SWLI was used to scan the rotor surface at the end of the 2.5 m/s, 120 A/cm2 test 

phase (approximately at 100 hours).  Figure 3-4 shows profilometry of representative regions on 

the positive brush track, negative brush track, and off-track (untouched rotor surface useful as a 

reference for comparison) as well as roughness values calculated for each region. 

 

Figure 3-4.  SWLI prolfilometry images of both rotor brush tracks and an off-track region for 
reference after 100 hrs; the height-axis is on a 1:1 ratio with respect to the width and 
length axes 

There is evidence of greater damage on the negative brush track (this is the rotor track 

under the negatively biased brush, that receives electrons from the brush), consistent with brush 
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wear asymmetry due to electric current flow direction discussed above.  Periodic pit shaped 

features were observed on the negative brush track, as well as deep (> 10 µm) trenches. The 

positive brush track topography was similar to the off-track rotor surface.  Average roughness 

values are equivalent for the off-track and positive brush track, though there is a more than three-

fold higher value for the negative brush track.  RMS roughness indicates an increase in 

roughness for the positive brush track relative to the off-track surface, but with shallower 

features than the negative brush track. 

Probing the Positive Brush Surface 

Probing of the positive brush surface revealed a relatively brittle but continuous surface 

layer.  The gaps visible between some fiber tips appeared filled with debris similar to what was 

produced upon pushing through the surface with the Omniprobe.  Figure 3-5 shows SEM 

micrographs before contact and after full penetration by the probe.  The tip pushed through the 

surface along the side of a fiber tip, pushing laterally on a fiber head.  The fibers surrounding the 

tip being deflected moved along with it, suggesting that the fiber tips are no longer free to move 

independently. 

 

Figure 3-5.  Scanning electron microscope micrographs of the Omniprobe contacting the positive 
brush surface 
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The tungsten cantilever bent in the process of penetrating the surface.  The force required 

to yield the tip may be approximated using beam bending theory.  Figure 3-6 shows a schematic 

of the generic layout of the beam bending problem.  Equations 3-4 and 3-5 are used to calculate 

yield stress applied to bend the beam at the contact point with the fiber. 

( )
Y

F L cM c
I I

σ
⋅ ⋅⋅= =     (Pa) (3-4) 

4

64
dI π ⋅=     (m4) (3-5) 

The moment (M) is equivalent to the applied force (F) multiplied by the distance from the 

bending cross section to the point where force is applied.  For the case of a circular cross-section, 

c is equal to the cross-section radius.  The yield stress of a cold-drawn tungsten wire is 

approximately 760 MPa [23].  The applied force is calculated to be about 1.5 mN.   

 

Figure 3-6.  Cantilever beam schematic 

An approximation of the force applied onto the rotor surface per fiber in contact serves as 

a useful reference for comparison.  There are 5,000 fibers and a 0.7 N normal force per brush.  
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Assuming one contact point per fiber tip and only a third of the fibers in contact at any one time, 

each fiber tip in contact carries 4 mN of force.  This value is an order of magnitude different 

from the force measured with the Omniprobe tip, suggesting that the brush in fact does behave 

more like a relatively rigid interface at the brush pressure implemented, potentially making it 

difficult to conform to an increasingly rougher rotor topography. 
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CHAPTER 4 
LOW SPEED EXPERIMENTS AND THE CHEMISTRY OF HUMID CARBON DIOXIDE 

LUBRICATION 

Overview 

 This chapter presents the results of a series of experiments carried out in a relatively more 

dynamically stable linear reciprocating tribometer.  This set of experiments were performed at 

similar operating parameters as the macro scale experiments previously discussed, with the 

exception of a lower sliding velocity (~ 10 mm/s rather than 2.5 m/s). Although a thorough 

quantitative study of the system dynamics of either tribometer is not presented, the time 

dependent acquired data signals from both tribometers at various speeds provides qualitative 

evidence that the operating conditions are well within the stable regime for these low speed tests.  

The asymmetry in wear could not be reproduced in this more stable environment.   

 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) data of the worn counterfaces reveal the 

presence of carbonates as a possible lubricating agent for the case of self-mated copper sliding 

electrical contacts in humid carbon dioxide environments.  It is this key difference that seems to 

separate the relatively low friction observed in experiments run in humid carbon dioxide, versus 

the same experiments run in humid argon. 

Experimental Setup and Operating Parameters 

Figure 4-1 shows a line drawing of the main components of the tribometer, with a close up 

view of the sliding interface and smaller components presented as an inset.  The tribometer is 

housed in an acrylic chamber to permit control of environmental parameters including gas flow, 

humidity, and temperature.  Sealed feedthroughs are used for the electrical connections as well as 

one larger feedthrough with a rubber diaphragm for the scanning white light interferometer 

(SWLI) objective.  The SWLI can thus be used to perform in-situ scanning of the wear track at 

any time during the test, simply by pausing sliding, unloading the brush, positioning the 
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counterface under the objective and performing scan stitching operations.  Scan stitching 

involves taking various scans along the width of the wear track and, using software, combining 

them to form a larger scan area than a single scan will allow.  For these experiments it was 

necessary to perform periodic scans of the entire track cross section at the mid-point.  By 

overlapping these stitched scans of the same track location at various intervals in time it is 

possible to ascertain the wear volume.  Given the relatively high resolution of this instrument 

(conservatively estimated at around 10 nm per spatial dimension), and uncertainty analysis of the 

calculation for volume loss of material gives an uncertainty in volume loss of about 4.2 x 10-8 

mm3 (three orders of magnitude lower than the values reported here). 

 

Figure 4-1.  Schematic of linear reciprocating tribometer with in-situ scanning white light 
interferometer.  The tribometer is housed inside an acrylic environment chamber (not 
shown for clarity) with humidity, temperature, and gas flow control, with 
feedthroughs for the interferometer objective and wiring. 
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 The copper brush is essentially a smaller version of the mesh brushes used in the 

macroscopic experiments reported in the previous chapters, with approximate dimensions of 

3mm in diameter and 15 mm in length, with a soldered current delivery wire at the end.  The 

copper counterface is 99.9% copper, polished to less than 50 nm average roughness (verified 

using SWLI).  The counterface is cleaned by sonication twice in three chemical baths for five 

minute intervals each, using methylene chloride, acetone, and methanol, in that order (fresh 

solvent was used each time).  An adhesive thermocouple adjacent to the counterface monitored 

surface temperature during the experiments.  A high flow rate recirculating water chiller 

provided enough cooling power to the base of the counterface (also made of copper) so that 

counterface temperature did not vary more than 2°C throughout testing, with and without current 

flow.  Brush normal force control is performed using the vertical stage micrometer, with the 

double leaf flexure design (shown in the figure) ensuring only vertical deflections with varying 

applied force (for the relatively small load range used).  The load cell (JR3) has a resolution on 

the order of 10 mN.  The linear stage used to control the counterface sliding motion has a 

position accuracy and repeatability of 1.5 µm (verified by SWLI scans of a notched surface).  

Table 4-1 shows a summary of the operating parameters used for this set of tests. 

Table 4-1.  Low speed test operating parameters. 

Parameter Values 
brush normal force 1.0 N 
brush nominal dimensions 0.283 cm2  (3 mm diameter) 
brush nominal contact pressure 35 kPa 
track length 5 mm 
brush current density 0, +/- 180 A/cm2 
counterface sliding speed 10 mm/s 
distance traveled to achieve max speed ~ ¼ mm 
counterface temperature 
counterface subcooling* 

26°C, +/- 2°C 
Variable (- 4°C to + 12°C) 

* Sub-cooling of the rotor implies that the surface temperature is maintained below dew point. 
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Low Speed Experiment Results, Subcooling, and Variable Gas Media  

 Table 4-2 shows wear of the copper counterface versus sliding distance.  The wear 

volume is calculated by subtracting scanning white light interferometer (SWLI) scans of a wear 

track cross-section at various times during the test. There is negligible change in the wear rate of 

the counterface with and without current in either current flow direction.  After an initial run-in 

period (relatively high wear) observed during the first 150m of sliding the wear rates appear to 

taper and remain constant.  The volume wear rate was the measured quantity for these 

experiments.  A conversion between volume wear rate and linear ware rate is provided, and was 

calculated using Equation 3-2 and 3-3, for comparison with results from the high speed tests. 

Table 4-2.  Linear and volume wear rates for two experiments, the first (top data) for the case of 
a negatively biased copper counterface (electron flow from counterface to brush) and 
the second (bottom data) for the case of a positively biased copper counterface. 

  
negatively biased counterface 

sliding distance (m) 
current density 

(A/cm2) 
volume wear rate 

(mm3/N-m) 
linear wear rate 

(m/m) 

0 – 150 0 2.1 x 10-6 6.2 x 10-10 

150 – 250 -180 6.9 x 10-7 2.0 x 10-10 

250 – 350 0 4.1 x 10-7 1.2 x 10-10 

350 – 450 -180 5.7 x 10-7 1.7 x 10-10 

  
positively biased counterface 

sliding distance (m) 
current density 

(A/cm2) 
volume wear rate 

(mm3/N-m) 
linear wear rate 

(m/m) 

0 – 150 0 1.6 x 10-6 4.8 x 10-10 

150 – 250 +180 2.6 x 10-7 7.5 x 10-11 

250 – 350 0 1.0 x 10-6 2.9 x 10-10 

350 – 450 +180 8.8 x 10-7 2.6 x 10-10 
 

 Figure 4-2 shows results for a set of experiments where the amount of water available at 

the sliding surface was varied by changing the degree of subcooling.  Subcooling was previously 

defined as the relative difference between the surface temperature and the dew point temperature.  
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When the surface temperature is maintained at or below the dew point there will be macroscopic 

condensation of water onto the sliding surface.  When the temperature is above dew point, but 

still in a water saturated environment, there will be proportionately less water available at the 

sliding interface.  The intention of these experiments was to measure the degree to which water 

availability at the sliding interface will influence friction coefficient and contact resistance.  

Additionally, the experiments were carried out in two gaseous media, carbon dioxide and argon.  

By varying the medium from carbon dioxide to an inert gas it was possible to determine that the 

presence of carbon was crucial in the lubrication process.  It became clear that, although oxide 

films would grow from interaction with water in the humid argon environment, it was the carbon 

that was responsible for the low friction behavior.  Indeed the friction coefficient in humid 

carbon dioxide was in the range 0.16 – 0.22, and in humid argon in the range 0.18 – 0.45.  It is 

hypothesized that the thickness of the copper oxide films (ceramics being relatively poor 

conductors) should determine the bulk of the contact resistance, though a quantitative analysis 

remains to be made. 

 

Figure 4-2.  Friction coefficient and contact resistance data for various degrees of subcooling for 
the case of humid carbon dioxide and humid argon experimental environments.  
Standard error was < 0.01 for friction coefficient and ~ 0.01 mΩ contact resistance 
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The contact resistance remained approximately the same at all degrees of subcooling 

hinting that the thickness of the oxide films was relatively unchanged with variations in 

subcooling (i.e. water at the interface) or gaseous medium, and supporting the hypothesis that a 

carbon dependent reaction is responsible for a low friction byproduct. 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements of three different worn 

counterfaces were made immediately after each test in a humid carbon dioxide environment.  

The three cases studies were: sliding with no applied current, and sliding with positive and 

negative current flow direction at 180 A/cm2.  Figure 4-3 shows XPS results from the case of no 

current sliding for the carbon 1s region with species and corresponding binding energies 

identified.  Data for the positively and negatively biased current carrying cases did not reveal any 

noticeable change in species, only a relative change in the intensity peak of the copper 2p3/2 

region (not shown here), indicating that the thickness of the copper oxide layer on the 

counterface increases with the addition of current, more so when acting as the electron receiver 

(positive bias) than electron emitter (negative bias). This last result indicates that the electron 

receiving surface has a slightly thicker copper oxide layer. 

 

Figure 4-3.  X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy data for the carbon 1s region for the case of 
sliding in carbon dioxide with no applied current 
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 It is hypothesized that the presence of C-F2 species is due to the use of fluorinated greases 

in the wire drawing process used in the fabrication of the brush fibers, subsequently transferred 

to the counterface during sliding.  C-O species are attributed to adventitious carbon due to 

exposure while transporting of the counterface between the tribometer and XPS. 

Sliding Interface Model 

 A mechanism for the production of carbonates for copper surfaces in the presence of 

water and carbon dioxide was presented in previous work by Scholer in the 1980s as part of a 

study on the interaction of copper elements with water and ambient air (with carbon dioxide as a 

constituent) in particle accelerators [22].  Based on the findings presented in this and previous 

chapters, an idealized model of the sliding interface is presented in Figure 4-4 for the case of 

self-mated copper sliding contacts in the presence of water and carbon dioxide. 

 

Figure 4-4.  Ideal model of the sliding interface of self-mated copper contact in a water saturated 
carbon dioxide environment.  Inset shows the main chemical reactions resulting in the 
formation of copper carbonates.  Several monolayers of water should help lubricate 
the sliding interface, while copper oxide layers help reduce adhesion of the self mated 
copper contacts 
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 As outlined in the figure, carbon dioxide and copper ions are dissolved in the water layer 

formed on the surface of the contact.  The dissolved carbon dioxide will react with water to form 

a small amount of carbonic acid, followed by dissociation into bicarbonate and hydrogen ions.  

These bicarbonate ions will then react with dissolved copper ions to produce copper carbonate.  

It is this mechanism that is likely the driving force behind low friction sliding of this type of 

sliding pair and environment. 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS 

 A tribometer was designed and built to probe the tribology of high power sliding 

electrical contacts commonly used in power generation.  Experiments were conducted designed 

to measure the effects of current density, brush polarity, and system dynamics on brush wear, 

contact resistance and friction coefficient with the ultimate goal of deepening the understanding 

of the driving mechanisms behind these types of applications.   

A brush wear rate as low as 5x10-11 m/m was achieved at a current density of 180 A/cm2 

and a sliding speed of 2.5 m/s.  Asymmetry was observed in brush wear rate, friction coefficient, 

contact resistance, and operating temperature with respect to current flow direction.  The 

negatively biased brush showed a relatively higher brush contact resistance and operating 

temperature, though relatively lower friction coefficient and wear rate, than the positively biased 

brush.  This asymmetric behavior was essentially eliminated by reducing the sliding speed to 0.5 

m/s or by reducing current density to 120 A/cm2, suggesting that system dynamics play an 

important role on the wear behavior of sliding metal fiber brushes at high current density.  

Instability was encountered upon reversing sliding direction while maintaining sliding speed and 

current density, indicating that a bi-directional sliding electrical contact using metal fiber brushes 

may require a run-in period for fiber re-orientation after each reversal.  Asymmetrical wear 

events appear to have an irreversible and self-reinforcing effect on the negative brush contact 

resistance as the measured signal was progressively more scattered, perhaps indicating a 

counterface topography dominated effect, as the highly deformed positive brush surface did not 

have any apparent effect on the quality of the electrical contact resistance.  

 Scanning white light interferometer (SWLI) imaging of the rotor surface revealed 

asymmetric wear with respect to current flow direction.  The rotor track under the positive brush 
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remained comparable in average roughness to untouched areas of the rotor, though pit-like 

features and trenches greater than 10 µm were observed on the negative brush track.  Scanning 

electron microscope (SEM) micrographs of the brushes post-test reveal highly deformed fiber 

tips on the positive brush and negligible damage to the negative brush fibers.  This evidence may 

indicate that relatively small separations (below the mean free path of the carbon dioxide cover 

gas) occur between contacting asperities on the fiber tips and the sliding disk surface, prompting 

short-lived arcing events that result in asymmetric wear events at relatively high current density, 

even with the inclusion of several monolayers of water. 

Additional experiments in a second tribometer at relatively lower speed (in a more 

dynamically stable operating environment) provided additional support for the hypothesis that 

asymmetric wear of the brushes due to current flow direction are directly tied to dynamic 

stability of the contact.  Varying the gas medium led to the hypothesis that the presence of 

carbon (i.e. carbon dioxide environments) and water plays a key role in the lubrication of these 

contacts by producing copper carbonate at the sliding interface, an apparently lubricious 

alternative to cuprous oxide (observed in humid argon tests).  XPS data was presented in support 

of this hypothesis. 

Potential avenues of research for future development involve the use of beryllium-copper 

(or other materials) for brush fabrication to improve corrosion and wear behavior, and a more 

ambitious goal of implementing compliant vertically aligned carbon nanotube (CNT) films in 

place of the traditional fiber brushes as a high strength and modulus and potentially much higher 

electrical load bearing alternative to traditional metal fiber brushes. 
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Over the past three decades there has been a trend toward higher power and more efficient 

brush type electric motor technology due to the inherent simplicity of the design.  However, 

several limiting factors have been proposed in the search for higher performance, one of which is 

the design of an effective brush capable of carrying the largest amount of direct (DC) electrical 

current possible while maintaining low wear and producing low amounts of waste heat.  This 

research succeeds at pushing those limits and at the same time provides fresh new insight on the 

mechanisms responsible for brush wear that essentially determine the life of such a device.  

Some possible applications for this technology are high power generators, wind turbines, 

automobile fuel pumps, and magnetic levitation train propulsion systems. 
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